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Because It Wasn't There

Douglas Busk

The whole world knows the reason Mallory gave for attempting Everest and
discussion continues about whether he and Irvine reached the summit.
Nevertheless it is no irreverence to the memory of a gallant pair of mountaineers
to mention that a very minor but intriguing mystery exists, and on the premises of
the Alpine Club.

On 7 June 1924 Mallory sent down to Odell by hand of porter his well known
last note, printed on p126 of the '1924 Fight for Everest' in a bowdlerized form as
regards one word, in accord with the delicate social conventions of the day. The
last sentence reads 'It (the oxygen set) is a ------load for climbing'. By the same
standards when Norton and Somervell returned to Camp IV after their epic
attempt (which remained an altitude record, 8576m, for 30 years, ill-clad and
ill-equipped as they were by modern standards) Norton quotes himself as saying
in the official account 'We don't want the d----d oxygen, we want drink.' The
meticulous (and I venture to add gallant) Odell brought back the original Mallory
letter, containing the awful word 'bloody', and presented it to the Alpine Club.

I was only elected to the AC in 1927 and could not therefore have seen the Note
earlier, but it is my absolutely firm impression that when I did see it the pencilled
message read 'It is a beastly load for climbing'. This could have been in Savile
Row, before the Club moved to its present premises, but I am not certain about
the date. I recall that I was surprised by the word 'beastly' in the Note.

Years later, I think in the fifties, I saw the document again at 74 South Audley
Street - still 'beastly'. At one time it was displayed in the Committee room in a
glazed fvame.

Then 'the other day I asked our Hon. Librarian to let me have another look.
The 'beastly' had become 'bloody' again. I thereupon wrote to Odell to obtain his
recollections. He confirms that the original was 'bloody', but cannot recall that he
ever saw the 'beastly' version. The original note was written with a soft (say B)
pencil, but if you look at the present version it is obvious, even under glass, that
the final re-correction back to 'bloody' was done, expertly, but with a harder (say
H) pencil.

So there you have two mysteries. First who was it who tampered with the
original 'bloody' and substituted 'beastly'? I suspect Sydney Spencer, supported
of course by all the 'proper' members of the AC Committee. S.S. was Hon.
Secretary of the AC at the time. He was not a very distinguished mountaineer, but
guided by Christian Jossi pulled off one 'First' on the Blaitiere, now known as
the Spencer Couloir in his honour. His detractors among the 'real' climbers in the
AC at that date maintained that he had sent innumerable telegrams to all and
sundry from Couttet's hotel at Chamonix to announce his triumph.

Nevertheless S.S. was a good photographer and a water colourist with
considerable gifts in depicting mountains (but never with human figures, because
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like many Victorian amateurs he had never been taught to draw). S.S.
undoubtedly had the soft rubber required to erase one word and the neatness of
hand to substitute another of much the same length. The proprieties could thus
be observed. So far my guess.

The second mystery is who re-forged the 'beastly' back into the original
'bloody' and when? Clearly a less experienced hand, because he used the wrong
sort of pencil lead (H and not B), but it remains a neat job of restoration. Any
guesses? Any confessions?

Let it not be forgotten that the AC was not alone in being timorous with social
convention about words. During the last war a brilliant officer in naval
intelligence, Ewen Montagu, now a Judge, engineered a scheme, among many
others, to suggest to the Germans that the Allied attack after the reconquest of
N Africa would be not against Sicily but against Sardinia. The macabre details are
set out in a book called 'The Man who Never Was' published with the approval of
HM Govt. in 1952, at which time Churchill was again in office. In his original text
Montagu had quoted Churchill as saying that the scheme could go ahead although
'everyone but a bloody fool would know that it is Sicily'.

Before publication Montagu submitted the full text to the PM's secretariat.
Their only comment (certainly without consulting Winston) was that no British
PM could ever be on record as using the word 'bloody', so it was changed to
'damned' (not 'd-u-d' as with Norton in 1924).

Nowadays gentlemen and ladies, men and women (whether members of the
AC or not) fling around words in print and in conversation of which our
grandparents would not have approved.

So much for words and genteel forgery, but perhaps I may add another hitherto
unpublished note about the 1924 expedition. In his excellent record of all
expeditions to Everest, Unsworth mentions on p140 various psychic phenomena,
exploited by mediums who claimed to be in contact with Mallory or Irvine in the
Beyond. Reading this took me back with a bump to 1925.

In the spring of that year, Kenneth Irvine and I, new members of the OUMC,
attended the Club meet at Dungeon Ghyll, where we were to be instructed by our
betters in the art of climbing rocks in pouring rain. Kenneth confided to me that
he had really only joined the Club because he felt he ought to carry on with the
climbing tradition now established in his family after the death of his older
brother Sandy on Everest. He also told me in confidence how his family had been
afflicted. It will be remembered that by the early twenties Conan Doyle had
abandoned his Sherlock Holmes and his excellent historical romances for
spiritualism. My recollections are still vivid that Kenneth told me that his parents
had been informed by C.D. that he was about to publish a book containing an
'interview' with Sandy by some medium. The parents asked to see this,
condemned it as an outrage and insisted that it be excised from the book. To this
C. D. blithely replied that the book was already in proof. Excision of the passage
would be expensive and he could only agree if the parents paid the bill. Kenneth
has confirmed my recollections, adding that it was his eldest brother Hugh, a
solicitor, to whom fell the task of battling with C.D.
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